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Social Studies and Citizenship Education'

Richard C. Remy
Mershon Center

Ohio State University

What should be the relationship between social studies education and

citizenship education? How we define the scope of our interests in citizen-

ship education affects the way we organize ourselves to work on citizenship

education as classroom instructors, curriculum developers, researchers and

managers of professional development activities.

This paper presents a new frame of reference or way of defining the

scope of our interests in citizenship education. This new frame of reference

is not intended to resolve long-standing disputes in the field over which

attributes are most important to good citizenship or what good citizenship

means. Rather, it is intended to help us stretch or expand our Vision of

how we can professionally relate to citizenship education. In so doing,

it can help social studies educators, whate4r their specific approach,

better attain their own particular goals in 'citizenship education. It can
I

also have practical benefits for the field 6 the face of declining enroll-

. ments in education courses at the college arid university level.

The paper is divided into three parts. Part I briefly summarizes

how we have traditionally defined the scope and domain of our interest in

citizenship education. ?art II evaluates this definition in light of

social science based knowledge about the processs of citizenship education

today. Part III outlines a new frame of reference or way of defining the

scope and domain of our interest in citizenship education.

The author wishes to thank John Patrick, Indiana University, and
Richard C. Snyder, Mershon Center, for their very helpful comments on an
earlier version of this paper.
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I. Our Present Relationshi to Citizenship Education

A majority of social studies edu:ators today would likely agree that

the primary concern of social studies is citizenship education. This is

evidenced in several ways. Leaders within the field have pointed to citizen-
.

ship education as the "centering concept" of social studies. A review

of the evolution of the field recently concluded that, "there is now general

agreement.that the primary, overriding purpose of the social studies is

citizenship education."2 In addition, the Board of Directors of the National

Council for the Social Studies has called for social studies to be defined

and presented in terms of citizenship education, and for special efforts to

be made by The Council. to improve citizenship education.3 Finally, even

cursory examination of social studies instructional materials and curriculum

guidelines indicates that almost without exception they find their ultimate

justification in the development of competent citizens committed to demo-

cratic values.

Citizenship education involves learning and instructing directed to

the development of citizen competence.
4

It is concerned with factors

pertinent to the governance of social groups to which people belong, The

end results of citizenship education are evident when the citizen faces

the task of deciding for whom to, vote in a mayoral election; Or when

citizens need to acquire information about zoning regulations in their

community. Or when the citizen seeks to influence the decision of a

government agency.

Citizen Competence is a relational concept characterizing the

quality of a person's participation, in processes associates with group

governance such as making or influencing decisions, providing leadership,

or acquiring information. Experience tells us that some people are more

competent as citizens than others Competence with citizenship involves
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a multi-dimensional amalgam of knowledge, skills, attitudes and experiences.

These attributes are generally identifiable but uniquely configured in each

individual.5

How have we traditionally defined the nature and scope of our interest

in the process of citizenship education? What facets of this process

have been of special concern to us as social studies educators? What kinds

of research, development and teaching activities related to citizenship

education do we currently undertake?

..........
The Current Definition of Interest

As things stand, social studies education equates' citizenship education

with schools and schooling. That is, the formal and informal educational

processes related to citizen development that occur in elementary and high

schools are the focal point of he field's concern. Within schools

the "social studies curriculum"--a particular sequence of courses and sub-

ject matter from kindergarten through high school--is the prime interest

of most social studies educators.

Over the years this definition has come to set the boundaries for

what we consider legimitate or normal professional activities within the

social studies field. Of course, as is the case with eny field, there

is considerable debate about specific problems, concepts and methodologies

within the prevailing definition of the field. For e ample, Barr, Barth

and Shermis describe three competing traditions within social studies

.each designed to promote good citizenship education.6 However, the

boundaries of the field of social studies itself are hardly ever questioned.

Rather, all the major intellectual and professional activities

of the field are defined in reference to elementary and high schools.

Let us briefly consider these activities.

6
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Curriculum Deveiopment. Social studies educators develop new

instructional materials for use in schools. They design and outline

school curriculum patterns in the social studies area. And they

theorize about the structure of the curriculum and about alternative

instructional approaches. Over the years social studies educators have

advanced a variety of philosophical pcsitions regarding the curriculum and

they have created a truly rich array of materials for use by teachers and

students in elementary and high schools.7 Little or no attention, however,

has been given to the development of educational programs or activities

outside of the schools.

Teaching. Social studies educators ain teachers and school admin-

istrators to implement the K-12 social studies curriculum. This training

occurs within a framework of local and state certification requirements for

educational personnel. Social studies educators also train graduate

students to be like themselves and carry on the field. A host of

professional activities are associated with the teaching function including

the design of pre- and in-service workshops, participation in the establish-

'trent of certitifcation requirements, the preparation of teaching methods,

textbooks and the like. Little or no attention, however,'has been given

to the preparation of people for other educational roles in society related

to citizenship education.

Research. Social studies educators conduct research on the effective-

.ness of their development and teaching activities, on conditions relating

to the process of citizenship education in schools and on the diffusion of

innovations within schools.8 A comprehensive review of r2cent research

in the field equates social studies education with schooling and identifies

"the school as the most important locale for educational research" in the
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future.9 Little or no attention, however, has been given to analyzing the

complex interactions of school and no,,- school agents in the process of

citizen-development.

To summarize: Social studies educators have directed their professional

activities to the various processes associated with citizenship education in

elementary and high schools. This reflects their definition of the nature

. and scope of the discipline's interest in citizenship education.

II. An Evaluation of the Current Definition

How adequate is this way of defining the scope and domain ofpur interests

in citizenship education? Do our present curriculum development, teaching

and research activities adequately reflect or take into account what we know

about citizenship eam:ation today?

In light of social science research on political learning, there would

appear to be several important weaknesses in the way we currently define the

scope and domain of our interest'in citizenship education. 10
These are:

1. Citizenship education is not treated as a society-wide'
process shared by all the institutions of society.

2. Limitations on the school's capacity to contribute to
citizenship education are not adequately accounted for.

3. The development of citizen competence with problem-
solving in the-social process As neglected.

4. Citizenship education is not treated as a cumulative,
life-long process.

5. The multi-method requirements of citizenship education.
are not fully accounted for,

Consideration of thee shortcomings can alert us to the consequences

of our current approach for citizenship education and for the social

studies field . Looked at another way, assertions about shortcomings in

our, current approach provide criteria for what we need to do in the future.

Let us consider these assertions in detail.

8
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Citizenship education is not treated,as....a society-
741-de-Tacess shared by al (the Institaions of society.

Who is involved in citizenship education? Our focus has been on

.K-12 schools and schooling. Yet we know that citizenship education is

not confined to elementary and high schools. Rather,.the task of advancing

citizen competence: is embedded in a rich institutional context that involves

all other major social institutions in one way or another.

In addition to the schools, at least seven other no::-.chool shaping

*forces and arenas share in the process of citizenship education. These

are governmental institutions, business and labor, the mass-media, voluntary

organizations, religious organizations and primary groups (the family

and peer groups). 11
These shaping forces perform several functions in \the

process of citizen development which involve both formal education and

informal learning in institutional and non-institutional settings. 'We will

no... develop these distinctions here., Rather it is sufficient to note that

these sectors act both as settings where individuals confront daily the

tasks of citizenship and as sources of the knowledge, skills, attitudes

and experiences we acquire through citizenship education. Each is a stake-

holde

/
in the process in the sense that they have something to gain or

lose from the outcomes of citizenship education.

Government. Government institutions at local, state and national levels

engage in citizenship education. By their structure and performance govern-

ments can shape citizen competence.
12

In addition, the official mission of

many government agencies is educating citiiens about their area of concern

and the services they provide. Further, the Department of Defense carries

out educational programs on socio-political/military topics for both their

WA personnel and for te public.

9
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Business and Labor. Private enterprise and the labor movement have a

stake in citizenship education
.l3

Both strive to educate their own

personnel as well as segments of the public as to their position on issues

like right-to-work laws or the oil depletion allowance. Further, the

business sector has an interest in promoting education about the free

enterprise system and works with various public and private agencies to

that end. Many labor unions, in turn, provide leadership training adtivities

for the!r own rank and file.

1/21Entary_21ffilLatiols1 Many voluntary organizations and community

groups such as the YMCA, scouting programs and ethnic associations have

their own educa-tional programssome directly related to citizenship

education. For example, the League of Women Voters is periodically an

important source of information on election candidates and issues for

millions of citizens. In addition, voluntary organizations may facilitate

citizen participation in community civic life. Further, these organizations are

a training ground for the exercise of citizenship skills--particularly

-those related to advocacy and participation:14 Local dramatic societies,

sports clubs, political parties and groups, learned societies, chambers

of commerce and consumer groups all face problems Of group governance.

Their members have to make decisions and policy, establish rules, allocate

scarce resources and set goals.

Religious Organizations. At least weekly millions of religious

followers gather in their places of worship to listen to messages about

values and right conduct. 15
Organized religions can have a profound effect

on the value formation and moral education of their followers. In

addition, many religious organizations today are concerned with helping

their members better relate their religious,beliefs to current social

problems. As a result the various faiths offer educational programs
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intended for both' children and adults. These programs may seek to enhance

ethical decision-making skills for political and economic action, or to

build awareness of issues like racism or to enlist individuals as volunteers

-An programs related to-the civic life of the community.

Mass-Media. The mass-media--television, radio, newspapers, magazines--

are an important source of citizenship education. 16
Citizens young and old

gather factual information about politics and have their attitudes and
0

. values shaped by exposures to the mass media. The most potent and clearly

most controversial of the mass-media is commercial television. It influences

values, myths and beliefs we hold about our society. In addition, commercial

television spreads selected information about political events and issues

such as an oil embargo, brush-fire war or assassination very quickly, And

in the absence of competing information it is difficult for most citizens

dispute what has seemingly occurred before their eyes.

Primary Groups. The family and peer groups also play an important

role Un the task of citizenship education.17 Parents pass on political

orientations to their children directly and indirectly. The family

influences the young child's exp/sure to other agents of citizenship

.education.. The friends we have, the schools we attend and the recreational

groups we join are largely determined by the family, Peer groups exert

an increasing influence on children as they mature and their influence

continues to be part of Hie process of citizen development throughout life,

As we age their form changes to include marriage (husband-wife pairs),

work and professional colleagues, r.eighbors and relations developed among

people in social and religious organizations,

Each of the shaping forces we have consider<edT-government, business

and labor, the mass-media, voluntary organizations, religious organizations
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and primary groups--contribute to the process of citizenship education

in its own way. Taken together, these sectors, along :!ith the schools,

represent the institutional ecology of citizenship education today.

How ac:equate is the current definition of our interest in citizenship

education when measured against the society-wide nature of the process?

It would appear the field's current definition fails completely to take

this critical factor into account. Instead, it focuses exclusively upon

only one of the agents involved in the process--the schools. This isolates

the social studies field from many of the key participants in the develop-

ment of citizen competence. This isolation has negative consequences for

non - school =gents of citizenship education, for the schools and fc- the

field of social stuies.education.

The non-school agents of citizenship education suffer because they

are deprived of the knowledge, materials and educational expertise

available in social studies education today. This pool of intellectual

resources has the potential for strengthening non-school based t.':izen-

'ship education.

The schools suffer because isolation from other sectors limits

our ability to understand the non-school factors affecting school-based

learning. 'Further, it greatly restricts the capacity of practitioners in

the social studies field to better coordinate their work in the schools

with non-school efforts in citizenship education.

Finally, the field of social studies education suffers because we are

cut off from a large number of potential clients for our services. Hence,

we are not taking advantage of an opportunity for new work, new financial

resources and challenging new intellectual problems at a time when the

field ly needs an infusion of all these elements. In addition, social

12
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itudies educators have an interest in generating new knowledge about the

process of citizenship education and in expediting the application of such''

knowledge to specific educational problems. Our isolation from non-school

citizenship education substantially reduces the capacity of the field to

-produce new knowledge about a very significant dimension of the process

through which, people develop as citizens. In turn, lack of knowledge regarding

non-school citizenship education restricts our capacity to develop innovative

educitional programs that build upon el^ nIturpl interaction between classroom,

school, home and community in the ss citizenship education.

2. Limitations on the schools' capacity to contribute to citizenshi
e ucation are not a equate y accounte or.

By historical tradition and legal mandate schools have occupied a

prominent role in citizenship education and they will probably continue to

do so. However, the capacity of the schools to contribu -' to citizenship

education is limited In at least two ways. First, there is a finite'amount'

of curriculum space available for citizenship education and(the ability

of the schools to integrate various curriculum,offerings is limited. Secpnd,

schools may be more appropriate for some types of learning and instructing

than for others.

Equating our interest in citizenship education with K-12 schooling

has greatly hindered the ability of social studies education to come to

terms with the limitations of the schools. Ozer the years as the

complexity of citizenship has increased social studies educators have

developed agreat variety of new approaches to citizenship education.

These include global education, moral education, law related education,

multi-cultural education, career education, consumer education, environmental

education, values education, community involvement, psychology, so,..::)logy

sand economics.

13



Many of the id:as in these new approaches are intrinsically valuable.

However, our total preoccupation with K-12 formal schooling has meant that
7

we have attempted to load all new contributions to citizenship education on

the-ichools. whether they really belonged there or not.' Thus, most of

these contributions are structured as discrete entities aimea at specific

niches in the elementary or high school curriculum much like ice-cubes in

a tray. Curriculum "change" comes about when one cube is removed to be

replaced by another.
f-

.Because of the already crowded school agenda the new contributions

to citizenship education must compete with each other and with the

more traditional history, geography and governmept for a share of the

social studies curriculum "turf." This creates an either-or situation.

Either there is room for law-focused education,,for instance, in the

curriculum or there I: room for one or more of its competitors, but there

is not room for all.

The result is that given the current structure of American

schools--a structure not likely to change--it is almost impossible

to integrate all these discrete
new contributions into the curriculum and

hence into the citizen's education. Thus, the citizen's education is

being continually fragmented into smaller-and more specialiied segments:

that bear little relationship to the actual tasks of citizenship people

have to cope with in everyday life.

In-addition, our focus on K-12 schooling has meant that as we develop

new contributions to citizenship education we rarely, if ever, questiori

whether the schools are the most appropriate institutional vehicle for our

contribut'ion. Yet socialization research clearly indicates that the

,:ifferent agents of citizenship education vary in their-appropriateness

14
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for teaching particular kinds of knowledge, skills and attitudes

or for providing participation experiences: Schools, for instance,

may be a more efficient vehicle for teaching facts about constitutional

processes than families and peer groups. Whereas families and peer groups

to

are likely to be strong forces in shaping basic identities and values.

Further, Lhe sectors vary in their susceptibility to planned interventions

in the process of citizenship education. It may, for example, be re

difficult to diffuse an educational innovation among millions of lementtary

o

school teachers than among a small number of labor union officia is.

.

Unfortunately, our preoccupation with the schools in citizenshipleducation

/

.

has prevented us from thinking systematically about the strengths and.t,

i

weaknesses of the schools as compared to the other agents of citizenship

education.
i

3. Thedevelonientofcitizenconroblem-splving
in the social process is neglected.

We have seen that citizen competence is a multi-dimensional concept.

/

One dimension involves solving problems, making plans, takirg action in

the social process. This dimension of citizen competence its concerned

with actually impacting or influencing specific social or :political problems

affecting oneself. It includes reflection and understanding but it also

involves active behavior in the sense of attempts to manipulate phenomena

in the environment external to oneself. 18 It is not the only dimension

of citizen competence but it is an important o e.

The goal of advancing this aspect of citi en competence, like other

gals in citizenship education, involves teaching varying combinations

of kncwledge, skills, attitudes and participation experiences. But it

is distirct in its concern for configuring these attributes in ways

relevant to a specific issue or problem confronting a group of citizens.'

15
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For example, a social studies unit on the problems of bureaucracy using

case-studies of welfare agencies is not designed to promote problem-solving

in the sense meant here. And it may or may not actually enhance students'

ability to influence a welfare agency if they have to. On the other hand,

an educational program 'designed to teach welfare recipients how to

'secure tenefits from their state welfare agency is designed to promote

their problem-solving competence in the social process.

1'./ limiting the scope of the field's interest to the:,qhools, we have

greatly restricted our capacity to pursue this goal in citizenship education.

For schools are not necessarily the best place to teach people how to

try to influence or in some way Impact specific problems they confront.

Schools are spatially and temporarlly removed from those institutional

sectors in the social process where such problems are often encountered.

Further, it is impossible for school-based educators to accurately pre-

d!ct the specific problems or issue students will face in the future.

Also, time spent on this goal would be time taken away from pursuing other

important objectives in citizenship eduCation more amenable to the schools'

particular capabilities and responsibilities. Finally, pursuit of this

objective could he politically risky for schools and could bring them into

conflict with the community.

4. Citizenshi education is not treated as a cumulative life-
ong process.

The learning that results from citizenship education begins early in

life and continues throughout life. This learning is cumulative in the

sense tha' it builds on itself to produce at any point in. time, the

individual's particular level of citizenship competence. Thus, what a

person learns about the social world at one age is influenccd by what

they h6ve previously learned. For instance, what youngsters learn about

elections at age fifteen is grounded in and shaped by what was learned at

lb



age twelve. In turn, learning at age twelve is conditioned by earlier

learning. This process does not end with high school or college graduation

but continues throughout our adult life.

We learn different things at different phases in the continual process

of citizenship education. Because of evolving cognitive/intellectual

-capacities and opportunities for learning, certain times in our lives will

be more suitable to learning particular knowledge, skills and attitudes

than other times. For example, early childhood is a time when we acquire

basic political attachments and identifications. Late adolescense and

adulthood, on the other hand, are times when we are more likely to learn

about specific issues and actions associated with day-to-day political

conflict as well as times to sharpen political skills and motivations.
19

Thus, citizenship educatioh does not stop at grade twelve but occurs

throughout life. Many of the non-school agents of citizenship education

are concerned with adult education in one form'or another. The field's

current focus on elementary and high schools does not adequately recognize

the life -long nature of citizen development. As a result, it cuts us off

from an important slice of the citizenship education process. It also cuts

social studies education off from a potentially large body of new students.

The average age of. the population is increasing and a growing number of

adults art interested in_college and uniyersity-hased_adult education

pr, rams: Social studies educators could provide these new students with

many educational services at a time when pre-service teacher education

enrollments are declir.!ng rapidly.

5. The multi-method requirements of citizenshi education are
not fully accounted (or.

Citizenship education involves more than social studies courses in

school combined with patriotic rituals and rhetoric. Research on political

socialization and human development clearly indicate that citizenship
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education Involves complex processes of human learning and development.

These processes include the cognitive, the moral, the social and the

emotional growth of4iople.

Thus different lands of learning are Involved in the proce._:s of

citizen development. Instructional theorists have hypothesized that

different types of learning require different instructional procedures.
20

The field's current focus on schooling unnecessarily restricts the capacity

of social studies educators to pursue a multi-method approach to citizenship

education. A focus on K-12 schooling automatically places psychological

and social restraints on the variety of instructional approaches educators

can use to promote citizen competence. For example, the very real

institutional conttraints involved-in designing K-12 curriculum that

requires field-trips or out-of-school activities are well-known to

curriculum developers.

Such restraints do not completely prohibit the use of instuct,i'dnal

variety in claSsroom settings as the use of role-playing, simulatiosp,

inquiry techniques and the,111T. demonstrate. But the restraints associated

with working with children and adolescents in the institutional setting

of the school do inhibit social studies educators from experimenting with

the full range of methods and instructional theories available to them.

.Further, it prevents us from trying and evaluatihg time-honored instructional

approaches in new learning settings. As a result it inhibits the field's

capacity to improve and refine these approaches.

To summarize: Social studies education has defined the scope of its

interest in citizenship education very narrowly. The fieid has focused

on only one dimeision of the total process of contemporary citizenship

education. This narrow focus on K-12 snhools and schooling has negattrve%

consequences for social studies education. It restricts the capacity of

18'
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the profession to produce new knowledge about citizenship education. It

hinders the ability of the profession to develop and evaluate imaginative,

new instructional programs. And it links the profession to one shaping

force or sects- of limited significance in the over-all process of citizen-

ship education. In so doing it limits the capacity of the field to

N
achieve its proclaimed goal of improving citizenship education.

III. A Redefinition of the Field's interest in Citizenship Education

Let us assume there.is a need, or at least a real opportunity, to

redefine the scope of *the field's involvement in citizenship education.

Let U2 also assume that our purpose is to help social studies education

better achieve its overarching gual of developing competent citizens.

How should we redefine the nature and s ape of the field's interest in the

prose -3 of citizenship education? What are the implications of redefinition

for research', aevelopment and tea hing -activit'es in the field of social

studies education?

Scope and Domain Of the Field's lAterest

:odal studies education should no longer be equated only with

schooling, the preparation of teachers, and the development of K-12

curriculum. Rather, the field should be concerned with'the total institutional

ecology of citizenship education today. Further, it should recognize the-

continuing, life-long nature of the process of citizen development.

In short,, the nature and scope of the field's interest in citizenship

education should be redefined as follows: Social studies education has 1

an interest in educating citizens of all ages by undertaking educational

activities in each of the sectors involved in citizenship education

today. These sectors are taken to include not only schools but

also local, state and'national government,sbusiness and labor, the mass-__

19
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media, primary groups, voluntary organizations, and religious organizations.

Social studies educators should have "clients" and on-going research,

development and teaching programs related to these settings Just as

they currently work with teachers, Students, school administrators, and

others associated with the educational institutions of our society.

Social studies educators; for example, could work with a labor union

to develop an instructional prograM for its members on the impact of federal

energy programs on job security. Or they might work with a YMCA in

developing a new citizenship education program Focused on decision-making

skills in everyday life. Or they might help a community organization pre-

pare a series of consumer education programs for its members. Yet other

social studies educators could develop a special interest in working

with a municipal 'CourZ to design instructional programs for citizens who

find themselves embroiled with the legal system for one reason or another.

Redefining the scope of the field's interest ln citizenship education

does not change the overarching purpose of social studies education--the

development of competent citizens. In fact, it is quite consistent with

recent efforts'to%define the social studies as "an integration of

experence and kriowledge concerning human relations for the purpose of

citizenship education."21

Nor should this redefinition be taken to mean that we should no

longer lie-tpncerned with the social stl.dies curriculum in schools,

teacher education or the social organ'zation and culture of schools.

It assumes many social studieS educators would continue to pursue the

field's time-honored concerns in these areas. Rather, it 'is intended to

expand our stake in citizenship education to include non-school

institutions and settings as well as schools.

20
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Now well'does this new definition of the field's interest in the

process of citizenship education respond to the shortcomings discussed

earlier?

Contextuality. The definition clearly recognizes the society-wide

nature of citizenship education today. It specifies that the field has

an interest in the multiple contexts associated with civic education.

The field's interest is taken to include all educational activities,

projects and programs designed to promote citizen competence and commit-

ment to democratic ideals.

School limitations. The definition clearly accounts for limitations

on the schools, It recognizes that a central challenge for educators.

posed by increasing social complexity will be to devise ways to-help

citizenship education better transcend formal schooling.
22

As the schools

reach the limits of their capacity in this area, the other agencies of

society are going to have to start contributing more to the process of

developing competent citizens. The constructive involvement of these

agencies,will have to be expanded and coordinated bt.fter with continually

improving efforts in school -based citizenship education.

Problem - solving. The definition allows social studies education to more

efficiently pursue the goal of teaching people hoW to deal with problems they

face as citizens. For the development of problem-solving competence with

respect to specific issues will likely be the most important objective in

some non - school learning situations. For example, a community organization

may want` to develop an educational program to help newcomers to the community

access various social and civic services effectively. An ecology organization

may want to teach members how to start a paper and glass recycling operation

in their community. An urban planning group'may want to teach members how

21
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to influence a zoning decision made by local authorities. A government

agency may want to teach people how to take advantage of new programs to

promote energy conservation.

The goal of such activities is the development of that dimension

of citizenship competence we have called "environmental problem-solving."

This goal has a legitimate and important place in citizenship education.-

We have seen that limiting the scope of the field's interest in citizenship

education to K-12 schooling makes it difficult for social studies educators

to pursue the goal of problem-solving competence. Re-defining our interest

makes it possible to develop programs and instructional objectives related

to this goal.

Longitudinal Dimension. ,The definition recognizes the life-long nature

of citizenshiP education. It opens up the pdssiblity of developing a wide-

range of activities associated with adult education.

Multi-method approach. The definition seemOto meet this criteria

quite well. It increases the instructional options and approaches open

to social studies educators by freeing them from the institutional

constraints associated with elementary and high schools and him the

psychological and social constraints inherent in working withchildren

and adolescents.

, New Profgssio .J Activities

Appropriately reconc .ualizing our interest in citizenship

,education opens ui fresh dimensions of development, teaching and research

roles for the field. Specifically, several new activities are possible

within a redefined social studies education. They are:

22
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1. The development of educational programs for individuals
and organizations in non-school sectors of society.

2. The development of univeity-based adult education programs
to build citizenship competence.

3. The training of personnel involved in now,school citizenship
education activities.

4. Research on citizenship education in non-school settings.

5. ,Coordination and monitoring of citizenship education efforts
involving different sectors of society.

Let us consider each category of activities in more detail.

1. The develo ment of educational rograms for individuals and
organizations in non-schoo sectors o society.

Social studies educators could expand their curriculum development

activities to the governmental, family, business and labor, mass- media,

voluntary and religious sectors of society. The scope of the field's

involvement would range from part -time assistance in planning and

conceptualizing programs to the actual development of new instructional

programs, projects and activities. For example, a social studies faculty

might occasionally consult with a local government wishing to(develop

educational programs about municipal services for city residents. On.the

other hand, a faculty group might design and develOp a complete program

about the structure of state government for a veterans organization that

annually sponsors a workshop on the topic for high school students.

The goals or purposes of such curriculum development activities would

vary and depend on the needs of the "clients" involved. But the content of

these activities would likely be of two types. The first would be content

related to a particular organization or institutional sector itself.

example, educational programs descriL;lig the services offered by ganizati ns

like the League of Women Voters mig.lt be developed for such or anization

Or a program for senior citizens might explain how to effi ently use the

23
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Medicare system. Or educational activities might be developed for community

organizations like the National Neighborhood Training Institute. The

Institute offers courses designed to enhance the skills of neighborhood

leaders, organizers, clinic and service workers WO want to be effectiVe

in neighborhood organizations.
23

The second type of content would not focus on a particular organization

itself, butdeal instead with topics pertinent to a variety of objectives in

civic education. An example might be a knowledge building program like one

sponsored by the Dow Chemical Company. The DOw,program describes for its

workers the functions of the Federal government, the Congress and regulatory

agencies. The program seeks to explain how politiC's work and how citizens

can exert influence if they become active. 24 Or social studies educators

might assist a local newspaper in developing a special supplement aimed at

increasing reader's skills in using the paper as a source of information about

communityaffairs.

As these examples indicate, curriculum development of this sort could

have adults and/or youth as its intended audience. Such curricula might

be developed at a university or college site but it would almost always

be implemented in non-university, non-school settings.

'Y The development of university-based adult education .rograms
to build'citizen cOmpetence.

The field could also expand its curriculum development interest to

include the creation of adult education courses. Such programs could aim

at building citizen competence with "generic" skills such as decision-
,

making (e.g. decision skills for daily living). Or they could promote

"environmental problem-solving" competence with regard to locally relevant

issues (e.g. how to plan for and secure better youth rdcreation opportunities

in the community) .
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Adult education programs could be offered v.ith or without credit at

colleges and universities. They might take an entire semester or meet

only two or three times. They could aim at special audiences (e.g. youth

workers, juvenile officers and social service workers) or at the general

public. They might be designed and presented alone or in combination

with other.academic units within the university (e.g. sociologists con-

cerned with juvenile crime). Or they might be undertaken in conjunction

with an organization within the community such as a unit of local government,

a voluntary organization, a corporation or a labor union.

The challenge would be to design popular and practical programs with

sound conceptual underpinnings. Programs which met real needs in an

interesting way would be successful, others would not. A string of

successful programs would likely generate demands for additional activity.

of this kind. in addition, success would help social studies educators,

make contact with sectors of the community bdyond the schools.

3. The training of ersonnel involved in non-school citizenship
education activit es.

Teacher education has long been a central concern of social studies

education. This concern could be expanded to include the training of

indhilduals in non-school organizations engaged in citizenship education

efforts. Such training might take several forms.

One would be to train individuals to use and evaluate educational pro-

grams designed for their organization by social studies educators.. For

example, Sunday school teachers might have to be trained to implement a

moral reasoning skills program, developed for their church by social studies'

educators. This function would be similar to training teachers and school

administrators to install and use a curriculum innovation.
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A second activity would be to train individuals from non-school

organizations to develop and evaluate their own citizenship education

programs. For exars,le, labor union staff members specializing in

educational tasks might receive training on how to develop new skill-

building programs. Such training might be "pre or in-service." That is,

it could occur "on\the job" or in undergraduate, graduate or continuing

education courses within the-university.

A third activity could be to increase non-school civic educator's knowledge

of the field of citizenship education. This could include awareness of key

issues and alternative approaches tO citizenship education as well as

knowledge of available school and non-school educational materials.

For e\ample, staff members of community organizations around the country

might attend a workshop designed to acquaint them with school-based

citizenship programs that involve students in local community activities.

Or military personnel responsible for political education programs in the -

armed services might participate in programs designed to inform them of

the citizenship training new recruits had received in elementary and high

school.

4. Research oncitizenshi education in non-school settings.

The process of citizenship education in non-school settings has not

been adequately investigated by social studies educators. Expanding the

scope of our interest in citizenship education should prompt researchers

to take a more active interest in this area. Significant, long-

term improvements in citizenship education ultimately depend upon expanding

our research effort to the total process of citizenship education, not just

that segment occuring in the schools.

Research opportunities in this domain are so numerous that we will

simply suggest some obviously important categories of needed research.

26



First, there is a pressing need for contextual mapping across the govern-
,

mental, family, business and labor, mass-media, voluntary and religious

sectors. We need descriptive studies which identify on-going activities,

programs and projects in each of these non-school sectors. This mapping

should systematically develop information regarding such questions

Who is undertaking citizenship education efforts in non-school sectors?

What is their intended' audience? What are their goals? What resources do

they have at hair command? What educational strategies do they employ

to achieve their gr-1s?

Second, there is a need for research which systematically evaluates

c.the effectiveness of such programs? What factors appear to be associated

with success or failure in this area?

Third, there is a needto assess the relationship, if any, between

efforts in schoOl and non-school settings. What interactive effects are

there? Do citizenship education efforts in different sectors reinforce

or contradict each other? Is coordination among educ tional activities

in different sectors possible or desirable?

Fourth;, new research should aim at developing empirically orounde

typologies of which, sectors are the best carriers of which particular

intervention in citizenship education at what point in the indiv'clual's

development. If research indicates that it is likely we learn different

things at different points in our life-cycles as citizens, one important

question becomes which sectors of society are most appropriate for teaching

which kinds of knowledge, skills and attitudes associated with citizenship

education.
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These categories of needed research are not exhaustive but merely

suggestive. A Hal and important array of research topics awaits social

studies educators who define heir research interests in terms of the

total process'of citizenship education.

5. Coordination and monitoring of citizenship education efforts
involvinrj erent sectors of society.

Fragmentatiot'and duplication characterize citizenship education today.

A lack of coordination and communication is apparent among the array of

organizations, projects and individuals interested in citizenship education.

Promising efforts are seldomLlinked to or aware of other similar or comple-

, ;;-;,.
mentary programs. As a result opportOhlties to effect constructive change

Citizenship education are often lost, and potential and existing resources
....

remainr'emain undeveloped.

School-based citizenship educatior. in particular has suffered from this

%situation. The fragmentation of the learning process coupled with the

diScipline's lack of knowledge about citizenship education efforts outside

of'schbols has made it difficult to link school-based programs to learning

activitiesin other sectors of society.

By rede?ing the field's interest in citizenship education broadly,

some social studies educators could develop the expertise to provide leader-

ship in the coordination of school and non-school educational programs.

As experts in school-based citizenship education with'a legitiMate access

to the schools, they could design programs which coordinate more effectively

learning activities involving the schools with other sectors orsociety.

Further, some social studies educators might periodically monitor

changes in the patterns of citizenship education across different

institutional sectors. This would permit the design of alternative futures
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in citizenship education capable of anticipating demographic, social,

cultural and technological changes. In addition, it would help the field

of social studies education fonction as a communication system for crops-

sector and cross-program learning.

Requirements for Expanding the Field's Involvement

What is required if social studies education is to successfull.f expand

its involvement in citizenship education? At a minimum four conditions

would eventually need to be met for the field to contribute to and benefit

from non-school based citizenship education. These are the development of

a support system within field for this kind of activity, the identifi-

cation of others engaged in civic education, the development of norms

and techniques for working with others outside the field and the schools,

and empirically based conceptualization.

,A suppor't system. At a minimum the task of expanding our involve-

ment in civic education must be seln as a legitimate professional enter-
,

prise. That is, it must be seen 7.1 an intellectually acceptable.and

worthwhile enterprise by leaders and trendsetters within social studies

education. This will occur when such individuals see expanded involvement
O

as beneficial to their own-and the field's self-interest and as within

their capability.

From this basic acceptance an institutional, intellectual and cultural

support system for expanded involvement can develop over time within social

studies education. Such a system would likely have two key elements.

Thefirst would be the emergence of a sub-culture within the field interested

in non-school citizenship education problems. (his would be a group of

scholars with shared identity and concerns in the same sense that we now

speak of a sub-culture of social science or values educators within the

Meld. The second element would be a cluster of social studies departments

9
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with an interest and organizational commitment to noa-school citizenship

education.

The emergence of a sub-culture would further enhance the legitimacy

of the enterprise and it would provide an array of models for others to

emulate. Additionally, it would help "breed" graduate stude is with

simil9r interests and yield an expanding pool of instructioriaterials,

diSsertations, publications and other artifacts associated with success

in the field.

Identifying Others. By definition social studies educators cannot

expand the field's involv6menc in citizenship education alone. We must

locate others already engaged or interested in civic education efforts.

The challenge is to develOp over time the capacity to identify who is

doing what, where, how, when and why. Such continual monitoring will

yield opportunities for the kinds of professional activities described

above.

While this need may seem obvious, how to fulfill it is not. The

world beyond schools is largely alien territory for social studies education.

If we seek to locate others by simply looking for replications of school-

based social studies in non-school settings, we are bound to be disappointed.

Instead, we must recognize that educational activities in non-school

settings may take many forms, some quite different from what we automatically

associate with citizenship education.

In addition, we should be alert to opportunities arising from activities

with second and third-order effects. That is, non-school activities whose

,manifest goal may be something other than citizenship education, tut which

also have latent consequences for citizenship eduation.

Building Colaborative Relationships. We must also start building working.

relationships with others engaged in educating citizens. This is a critical

,challenge if social studies education is to expand its involvement in citizen-

30
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-Social, studies educators know how to collaborate with individuals

And organizations within the educational sector of society. There are

.,
established and time-honored norms, procedures and roles to guide our

interaction with the world of elementary and secondary schools. In

addition, a good deal of this interaction is structured by legal require-

ments in the form of teacher certification laws, state-mandated curriculum

outlines, regional accreditation requirements and the like'..,

There are no such formal or informal guidelines for helping social

studies educators interact effectively with those engaged in non-school

citizenship education. What models, for example, might guide the eT7crts

of social studies educators working with a community group interested in a

skill-building educational program for neighborhood leaders? What might

be a useful source of norms, procedures-and roles for guiding such a

collaborative relationship?

The clinical approach suggests itself as a potentially useful model

for university-based social studies educators wishing to expand their

professional activities into non-school areas. This model is drawn from

the agricultural experiment station and from health clinics such as the

x25Mayo Clinic, the Menninger Clinic and university-related hospitals.

There are, as yet, no distinct and absolute counterparts of these clinical

approaches in education.

In short, the clinical approach represents a particular way of con-

figuring university-based resources to respond to practical problems. In a

clinical relationship the clients (patients) and their problems determine

how the configuration of knowledge resources are arranged to help them;

For example, given a medical patient's symptoms, medical knowledge is

reviewed to help physicians categorize the malady, thus focusing the .

problem to be solved. After a diagnosis.is.confirmed, perhaps through

cppropriate tests, the medical team can determine the type of treatment
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required. Once administered, theptreatment is evaluated for possible

modification.

Richard Sn.%der has identified four basic properties or distinguishing

--4'charat..teristics of a clinical relationship. These are:

1. A clinical relationship or process occurs in a special
kind of dydadic interaction deliberately created between
two parties, one of whom is a helper (a) and one of whom
is a helpee((B).

2. The manifest purpose of the clinical dyad is.a directed and
marked change in the present state of the helpee (part), B) --
a change from now to later which is defined as some degree of
bettermenl.

3, The achievement of the basic purpose of the dyad invariably
involves (among other elements, of course) the application or
transfer of generalized or_generalizable knowledge to a single
instance (case).

4. The "problem" addressed by the relationship is considered to be
'a "live" problem, i.e., to arise from and be embedded in some
natural settings, even "lough subsequently th9 problem is

'discovered not to be "real" or is redefined.2p

The clinical approach represents one modal of how the profession

might structure collaborative relationships with others. There, of

course, may be several others. The clinical approach has the merit of

involving individuals and groups with educational problems as agenda-

_setting participants in the process of citizenshil. education.

Conceptualization. Howard Mehlinger has noted that a "special

weakness" in the field is "the absence of powerful conceptualizations that

link the various contributors to citizen education and that respond

to current social concerns."27 Successfully expanding the scope and

domain of our interest in citizenship education will require us to work

seriously on conceptual development. As things now stand we are certainly

open to the criticism that the field is a loose collectivity of people

doing a widely varying number of things under the symbol of "citizenship."

Putting empirically based, systematized, generalizable conceptual content
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into that symbol may be the highest order of business for social studies

Such conceptualization must go beyond efforts to "define the field"

in terms of positions which are never operationalized or empirically tested.

In the same vein, the acceptance or rejection of conceptualizations should

not be based on personalities. Rather, serious conceptualization will require

the operationalization of middle-range concepts and hypotheses about citizen-

ship in curriculum and research designs which can be empirically verified or

rejected.

This kind of theory-building is not a task which can wait while we

"get on with the day-to-day business of social studies education." Indeed,

it does not seem morally or professiznally responsible to continue indefinitely

with "traditions" or "factions" in the field which compete primarily on an

ideological, personality and/or poljtical basis. Such laissez-faire pluralism

is only likely to perpetuate a situation akin to a groupof doctors saying

to a sick patient--"We don't know what disease is but how can we help you?"

The development of clinical, helping relationships'with others as well as

disciplined research and curriculum development will be greatly enhanced

by thorough and systematic conceptualization of the social, cultural and

political processes of central concern to the field..

To summarize: The four conditions we have identified--legitimacy,

identification of opportunities, building relationships and conceptualization--

- are clearly necessary conditions for expanding the field's interest in

citizenship education. However, they may not be sufficient conditions for

such expansion. Successfully redefining the boundaries of the field is

a Complicated process and many other factors could be involved. However,

it may be difficult to identify these factors until efforts to implement

the redefinition are actually undertaken and evaluated.
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il
Conclusion

There is a rez.l need and opportunity for social studies lucation to

redefine the scope of its interest in citizenship education. The field

can move beyond an interest in schools and schooling to a concern with

citizenship education in (3,1 of the institutional sectors of our complex

society., There is simply no question that if such a redefinition is

achieved both the field of social studies education and the citizenry

will benefit..

However, expanding the scope of the field's interest in the manner

called for here will not be easy. There are no real precedents to follow

and no ready-made captive audience. Yet, in my judgment; expanding

the field's interest deserves a significant effort. The probability of

success is difficult, to estimate; but if we never try, the chance of

success is zero.
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